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An air intake hose is defined as the kind of tube that is used in sucking out air to the air filter. When
wind is required inside the combustion chamber, it is sucked through the pipe to the chamber to
burn fuel so as to produce sufficient power. The usefulness of air intake hose cannot be confused
with the general type of tubes that are used for transferring fluid for gardening.

The open pods serve the best capabilities. They are large in size and bring in the best performance
as far as air intake is concerned. But the drawback is that it lacks in proper filtration capabilities.
Remember, an air intake tube is always better than the standard type OEM filters, but once again
you ought to be reminded that the filtration is not good.

Using tubes is common in cars, since you need them for transferring gases. The whole choice
depends upon the kind of transmission that you need. An automatic vehicle with immensely benefit
from drop in filter but remember it can bring in little improvements if fitted with any open pod. The
reason is that any open pod will require rev above 3000 rpm so as to perform optimally so that
vehicles can change gear above 3000 rpm mark.

Cold air intake is also considered as a common process used in vehicles particularly in areas,
where it is quite cold;  and thus the wind is filled in a chamber near to the ground. In that case, if you
place the filter nearer to the ground, then with the use of tube the wind is transferred into the
combustion chamber thus allowing in more acceleration.

Thus, now you know the usefulness of  air intake hose and how it is used in running of vehicles with
good speed. 
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For more information on a flexible hose, check out the info available online at
http://www.crushproof.com/oem-hoses
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